
  Choreography: “A Shtetl Iz Amereke” 
 

Example 1 – Youtube Title: “A Shtetl Iz Amerike” This production has all of the basic 
components I want to bring into play.  They make wonderful use of the gates synonymous 
with the processing of new immigrants on Ellis Island.  Each gate opening represents 
another barriers being lifted between the immigrants and the start of their American 
dream.  I’m basically planning on duplicating a vast amount of the basic ideas in this 
production’s staging of the number.   
 
Example 2 – Youtube Title: “Ragtime on Broadway – ‘Shtetl Sequence’”  The Broadway 
cast displays the nice sense of channeling and monotonous cuing that the immigrants were 
forced to go through.  We’re following this device as well.   
 
Example 3 – Youtube Title: “Ragtime (Amerike/Success”  There are a few interesting 
choices is this production of the show.  I actually really love the idea of the huge, live 
silhouettes being created during “Success.”  I wonder if we might not borrow this idea as 
well.  I think their scenic design concepts are also interesting in that they rise to a third 
level.  I’m not sure that we will take this approach, but it would be visually interesting to 
have this absolute tallest structure for the elites during key moments.  I also love the idea 
of using synchronized movement by the chorus on the line “Success” during the number of 
the same name.  Additionally, I like the busied activity of the immigrants as they meet, 
greet, and interact with each other during “Success.”  I only want to modify this by blocking 
the chorus groups to also earn a living in their own various ways during the number.   
 
Main Points: 

• Use the structures of 4 large moving gates with actors who will be blocked to “open” 
and reposition them in order to display the immigrants progression through the 
processing system at Ellis Island 

• Block large group to reflect a sense of repetitive back and forth cuing as they make 
their way from US to DS, back and forth, back and forth.   

• Possible use of large silhouette flats of canvas that actors pose behind during 
“Success.”   

• Block chorus to have synced movement during the line “Success” in the song 
“Success.”   

• Block the chorus to spend time greeting each other, going about their lives, and, 
especially, earning their livings in various ways as “Success” is sung. 

• Add a sense of waning hope and greater difficulty as the song progresses into the 
darker areas.  Decrease the numbers of immigrants on the stage.  If possible, make 
the props, costumes, and scenic elements a bit shabbier as the new are replaced, 
subtly, with the old and worn down.   
 

Notes: 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlJYVi9M5fA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggY0NYxDHDU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJTX0WGwgK4
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